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Highly wear resistant cylinder rod coating for
industrial and civil engineering applications
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Bosch Rexroth introduces laser cladded Enduroq 1 coating for hydraulic and
hybrid cylinders to substitute chrome and nickel chrome layers

 Highest wear resistance for hydraulic and hybrid cylinders
 In-house laser cladding process delivers highest quality coating
 No porosity and zero permeability guarantees long lasting surface protection

Photo: Laser cladding machine Bosch Rexroth in Boxtel

Bosch Rexroth, the leading company in hydraulic cylinders and electrohydraulic and electro-mechanic actuators, introduces its highly wear
resistant Enduroq 1 coating, the latest in its series of single layer
coatings. Aimed at civil engineering and industrial applications,
Enduroq 1 is based on a laser cladding technology developed in
cooperation with the Fraunhofer institute, Europe's largest applicationoriented research organization. Laser cladding enables faster
production of coatings with more flexibility in materials, compared to
traditional arc welding (PTA) process.
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Enduroq 1 is a very wear resistant layer made by welded overlay of stainless
steel powder, making use of laser cladding technology. It supersedes
traditional coatings, providing a replacement layer for chrome and
nickel/chrome coatings. Enduroq 1 is produced by Rexroth in-house using a
complete, controlled process, ensuring the high quality and robustness
necessary for demanding applications.
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“We implemented this new coating process to obtain more flexibility in
applying protective rod coatings,” said Michiel Kuijper. “We have worked
closely with the Fraunhofer Institute to develop the new laser-based process.
And, drawing on our long experience with tribology, we again achieved the
right tribological system of coating, fluid and seals for this new layer.”
Enduroq 1 has no porosity and zero permeability, guaranteeing long lasting
surface protection. This means minimal downtime, along with easier
maintenance in the field. “Our release of the wear-resistant Enduroq 1
follows the introduction of the Enduroq 3 corrosion-resistant layer earlier this
year,” said Michiel Kuijper. “It offers engineers a replacement layer for
chrome and nickel/chrome coatings, at the same base price but with less
pollution. Perfect for civil engineering applications.“
More information: www.boschrexroth.com/lhc
Economical, precise, safe, and energy efficient: drive and control technology
from Bosch Rexroth moves machines and systems of any size. The company
bundles global application experience in the market segments of Mobile
Applications, Machinery Applications and Engineering, and Factory
Automation to develop innovative components as well as tailored system
solutions and services. Bosch Rexroth offers its customers hydraulics, electric
drives and controls, gear technology, and linear motion and assembly
technology all from one source. With locations in over 80 countries, more
than 29,500 associates generated sales revenue of approximately 5 billion
euros in 2016. To learn more, please visit www.boschrexroth.com
The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It
employs roughly 390,000 associates worldwide (as of December 31, 2016).
According to preliminary figures, the company generated sales of 73.1 billion
euros in 2016. Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Mobility
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Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building
Technology. As a leading IoT company, Bosch offers innovative solutions for
smart homes, smart cities, connected mobility, and connected industry. It
uses its expertise in sensor technology, software, and services, as well as its
own IoT cloud, to offer its customers connected, cross-domain solutions from
a single source. The Bosch Group’s strategic objective is to create solutions
for a connected life, and to improve quality of life worldwide with products and
services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. In short, Bosch creates
technology that is “Invented for life.” The Bosch Group comprises Robert
Bosch GmbH and its roughly 440 subsidiaries and regional companies in
some 60 countries. Including sales and service partners, Bosch’s global
manufacturing, engineering, and sales network covers nearly every country in
the world. The basis for the company’s future growth is its innovative
strength. At 120 locations across the globe, Bosch employs 59,000
associates in research and development.
Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.iot.bosch.com,
www.bosch-press.com, www.twitter.com/BoschPresse.
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